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QUESTION 1

You are creating a report in Power BI Desktop. 

You load a data extract that includes a free text field named coll. 

You need to analyze the frequency distribution of the string lengths in col1. The solution must not affect the size of the
model. 

What should you do? 

A. In the report, add a DAX calculated column that calculates the length of col1 

B. In the report, add a DAX function that calculates the average length of col1 

C. From Power Query Editor, add a column that calculates the length of col1 

D. From Power Query Editor, change the distribution for the Column profile to group by length for col1 

Correct Answer: D 

From Power Query.. highlight the column.. from the tab view select Column Profile Option.. in the Value distribution
section that appears below, from the 3dots.. you can change to group by text length distribution 

 

QUESTION 2

You have two Power Bl reports named ReportA and ReportB that each uses a distinct color palette. 

You are creating a Power Bl dashboard that will include two visuals from each report 

You need to use a consistent dark theme for the dashboard. The solution must preserve the original colors of the
reports. 

Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Upload a snapshot. 

B. Select the dark dashboard theme. 

C. Turn on tile flow. 

D. When pinning visuals to the dashboard, select Use destination theme. 

E. For the browser, set the color preference to dark mode. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 3
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You have the dashboard shown in the following exhibit. 

You need to modify the dashboard to display as shown in the following exhibit. 

What should you do? 

A. Create and apply a custom dashboard theme. 

B. Change the colors of the visuals in the report. 

C. Apply the Dark dashboard theme. 

D. Upload a snapshot image of the dashboard. 

Correct Answer: A 

The visual colors can\\'t be changed on the dashboard from a report after the visual has already been pinned. Applying
a dashboard custom theme will do it. 

 

QUESTION 4
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What should you create to meet the reporting requirements of the sales department? 

A. a measure that uses a formula of SUM(Sales[sales_id]) 

B. a calculated column that use a formula of COUNTA(Sales[sales_id]) 

C. a measure that uses a formula of COUNTROWS(Sales) 

D. a calculated column that uses a formula of SUM(Sales[sales_id]) 

Correct Answer: C 

The sale department requires reports that contain the number of sales transactions. 

The COUNTROWS function counts the number of rows in the specified table, or in a table defined by an expression. 

Incorrect Answers: 

B: COUNTA counts the number of values in a column. It returns the number of cells in a column that contain a non
blank value. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dax/countrows-function-dax 

 

QUESTION 5

You attempt to connect Purer 81 Desktop to a Cassandra database. 

From the Get Data connector list you discover that there is no specific connector for the Cassandra database, You need
to select an alternate data connector that will connect to the database. Which of connector should you choose? 

A. Microsoft SQL Server database 

B. ODBC 

C. OData 

D. OLE DB 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

DRAG DROP 

You have a query named Customer that imports CSV files from a data lake. The query contains 500 rows as shown in
the exhibit. (Click the Exhibit tab.) 
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Each file contains deltas of any new or modified rows from each load to the data lake. 

Multiple files can have the same customer ID. 

You need to keep only the last modified row for each customer ID. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

1) Duplicate Customer query 

2) Group by CustId by Max ModifiedDate (only 2 columns to keep) 
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3) Merge two queries on CustId and ModifiedDate inner join (to retreive other customer informations related to latest
Date) 

 

QUESTION 7

HOTSPOT 

You have two Power Bl workspaces named WorkspaceA and Workspaces. WorkspaceA contains two datasets named
Sales and HR. 

You need to provide a user named User1 with access to the workspaces. The solution must meet the following
requirements: 

1. 

Create reports that use the HR dataset. 

2. 

Publish the reports to WorkspaceB. 

3. 

Prevent the ability to modify the HR dataset. 

4. 

Prevent the ability to add users to WorkspaceB. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 8

You have a prospective customer list that contains 1,500 rows of data. The list contains the following fields: 

1. 

First name 

2. 

Last name 

3. 

Email address 

4. 

State/Region 
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5. 

Phone number 

You import the list into Power Query Editor. 

You need to ensure that the list contains records for each State/Region to which you want to target a marketing
campaign. 

Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Open the Advanced Editor. 

B. Select Column quality. 

C. Enable Column profiling based on entire dataset. 

D. Select Column distribution. 

E. Select Column profile. 

Correct Answer: CE 

In Power query, the load preview by default is 1000 row. By default, the column quality also only looks at the first 1000
row. You can verify this by the status bar at the bottom of the Power query window. To change the profiling so it
analyses 

the entire column of data, select the profiling status in the status bar. Then select Column profiling based on the entire
data set. 

https://theexcelclub.com/data-profiling-views-in-power-query-excel-and-power-bi/ 

 

QUESTION 9

HOTSPOT 

You need to create a solution to meet the notification requirements of the warehouse shipping department. 

What should you do? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct select is worth one point: 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

Box 1: dashboard 

The warehouse shipping department must be notified if the percentage of late orders within the current month exceeds
5%. 

You can set alerts to notify you when data in your dashboards changes beyond limits you set. 

Box 2: data alert 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/create-reports/service-set-data-alerts 

 

QUESTION 10

You need to create the required relationship for the executive\\'s visual. What should you do before you can create the
relationship? 

A. Change the data type of Sales[region_id] to Whole Number. 

B. In the Sales table, add a measure for sum(sales_amount). 
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C. Change the data type of sales[sales_id] to Text. 

D. Change the data type of sales [region_id] to Decimal Number. 

Correct Answer: A 

Scenario: Executives require a visual that shows sales by region. 

Need to change the sales_id column from Varchar to Whole Number (Integer). 

 

QUESTION 11

You have the following table named Location. 

The GeoCode column represents the country where each customer is located. You create a map visualization as shown
in the exhibit. (Click the Exhibit tab.) 
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You need to ensure that the map displays the country locations. What should you do? 

A. Replace the values in the GeoCode column with postal codes or zip codes. 

B. Change the name of the GeoCode column to Country. 

C. Change the name of the Location table to Country. 

D. Change the Default Summarization of the GeoCode column. 

E. Add a Geoportal column to the Location table. 

F. Change the Data Type of the GeoCode column. 

Correct Answer: B 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/visuals/power-bi-map-tips-and-tricks 

 

QUESTION 12

You have sales data in a star schema that contains four tables named Sales, Customer, Date, and Product. The Sales
table contains purchase and ship dates. 

Most often, you will use the purchase date to analyze the data, but you will analyze the data by both dates
independently and together. 

You need to design an imported dataset to support the analysis. The solution must minimize the model size and the
number of queries against the data source. 

Which data modeling design should you use? 

A. Use the Auto Date/Time functionality in Microsoft Power Bl and do NOT import the Date table. 

B. Duplicate the Date query in Power Query and create active relationships between Sales and both Date tables in the
modeling view. 

C. On the Date table, use a reference query in Power Query and create active relationships between Sales and both
Date tables in the modeling view. 

D. Import the Date table twice in Power Query and create active relationships between Sales and both Date tables in
the modeling view. 

Correct Answer: D 

Microsoft recommends defining active relationships whenever possible. They widen the scope and potential of how your
model can be used by report authors, and users working with QandA. 

Refactoring methodology (example): Here\\'s a methodology to refactor a model from a single role-playing dimension-
type table, to a design with one table per role. 

Remove any inactive relationships. 

Consider renaming the role-playing dimension-type table to better describe its role. In the example, the Airport table is
related to the ArrivalAirport column of the Flight table, so it\\'s renamed as Arrival Airport. Create a copy of the role-
playing 
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table, providing it with a name that reflects its role. If it\\'s an Import table, we recommend defining a calculated table. If
it\\'s a DirectQuery table, you can duplicate the Power Query query. 

Only one relationship can be active. 

Note: If you query two or more tables at the same time, when the data is loaded, Power BI Desktop attempts to find and
create relationships for you. The relationship options Cardinality, Cross filter direction, and Make this relationship active 

are automatically set. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/transform-model/desktop-create-and-manage-relationships 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/guidance/relationships-active-inactive 

 

QUESTION 13

HOTSPOT 

Your company has affiliates who help the company acquire customers. 

You build a report for the affiliate managers at the company to assist them in understanding affiliate performance. 

The managers request a visual showing the total sales value of the latest 50 transactions for each affiliate. You have a
data model that contains the following tables. 

You need to develop a measure to support the visual. 

How should you complete the DAX expression? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

Box 1: CALCULATE 

Start with CALCULATE and use a SUMX. 
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CALCULATE evaluates an expression in a modified filter context. 

Box 2: SUM 

Box 3: TOPN 

TOPN returns the top N rows of the specified table. 

Box 4: [TransactionDate] 

TOPN Syntax: TOPN(, , , [[, , []]...]) 

The orderBy_expression: Any DAX expression where the result value is used to sort the table and it is evaluated for
each row of table. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dax/topn-function-dax 

 

QUESTION 14

HOTSPOT 

You are creating a line chart in a Power Bl report as shown in the following exhibit. 

Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that completes each statement based on the information
presented in the graphic. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

Box 1: an average reference line 

With the Analytics pane in Power BI Desktop, you can add dynamic reference lines to visuals, and provide focus for
important trends or insights. 

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/transform-model/desktop-analytics-pane 

Box 2: Axis 
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The question is about drill-down and not drill-through. 

https://radacad.com/drill-down-and-up-in-power-bi-explained 

"For example, in the visual below I have SalesAmount as the Value of the column chart, and the Date field (OrderDate)
as the X-Axis. 

Date hierarchy in a Power BI visual 

This will lead to seeing drill down/up buttons on the top of the visual (or at the bottom of it if the visual is touched at the
very top of the report)" 

 

QUESTION 15

HOTSPOT 

You are profiling data by using Power Query Editor. 

You have a table that contains a column named column1. Column statistics and Value distribution for column1 are
shown in the following exhibit. 

€andquot;and that return data from

?

€andquot;for example, DAX queries

?

DirectQuery: Tables with this setting aren\\'t cached. Queries that you submit to the Power BI dataset 
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Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that completes each statement based on the information
presented in the graphic. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Box 1: are 20 values that occur There are 20 unique values. 

Box 2: Elm, American Elm, American is below Peer, flowering species in the graphic. 
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